[The effect of weak electromagnetic fields and ionizing radiation on the regeneration of the murine sciatic nerve].
The influence of X-ray impulses (dose 0.003 cGy, longitudity 10 ns) and EM impulses (induction 0.003 mT) on sciatic nerve regeneration in mice after crush lesion was studied. Limb jerk amplitude at electric stimulation of nerve and postural reflex in thin rod in X + EM and EM groups were restored within 13th days after lesion, in control group within 15 days (p < 0.05). The beginning of repairing of postural reflex was early in X + EM group than on EM group, rehabilitation of limb jerk amplitude--in EM group. Histological examination demonstrated that myelin degenerated in EM group more rapidly as compared with X + EM and control groups. This data suppose different effects of EM and X + EM impulses on nerve-regenerating processes.